| LESSON: | Bibliography – Works Cited Introduction |
| Grade Level: | 6, 7, 8 |
| OBJECTIVES: | The student will be able to: |
| | 1. State that it is important to write a bibliography or works cited page in order to give credit to the sources they used and to ensure that they do not plagiarize. |
| MATERIALS: | Bibliography – Works Cited video, Bibliography – Works Cited worksheet |
| KEYWORDS: | source, resource, works cited, bibliography, bibliography card, cite, plagiarism, copyright, Modern Language Association (MLA Style) |
| PROCEDURES: | 1. Introduce bibliographic citation as a part of research. It is a major player at the beginning, used throughout the process and the final piece of the research project. |
| | 2. Provide attached worksheet *(with answer sheet)* as a tool for using with the video. Show video. Discuss sections of video as necessary. |
| | 3. Review worksheets. |
| EXTENSIONS OR ADAPTATIONS: | Bibliographic Citations Guide (to be used for all bibliographic citation lessons) based on MLA guidelines |
| STANDARDS | NCTE/IRA 7. Students conduct research on issues and interests by generating ideas and questions, and by posing problems. They gather, evaluate, and synthesize data from a variety of sources (e.g., print and non-print texts, artifacts, people) to communicate their discoveries in ways that suit their purpose and audience. |
Introduction to Bibliography and Works Cited

Directions: As you view the video, answer the following questions. Be prepared to state, in your own words, 2 reasons why it is important to use a bibliography or works cited page.

1. What are 3 sources you might use when researching?
   Three sources I could use when researching are (encyclopedia, book, magazine, newspaper, person, Internet site).

2. How do writers always order their bibliography or works cited page so that it is easy for the reader to use?
   Writers always use ABC order for their bibliography or works cited page.

3. A ___hanging or hang_____ ______indent_______ is when a writer indents all the lines except the first line.

4. The difference between a bibliography and works cited is that a ______bibliography______ lists all of the sources used while doing the research while a ___________works cited________ lists only the sources actually used when writing the paper.

5. A ___________bibliography card________________ is a cool way to keep a list of your sources by writing the citation, place you found the source, and a number that shows which source it is as you do your research.

6. When you write the important information needed for a bibliography, what are you doing?
   When I write the important information needed for a bibliography, I am citing the source.

7. What does plagiarism mean?
   Plagiarism means literary theft. Plagiarism means stealing another person’s thoughts, ideas or work.
   Any answer along these lines is acceptable. I would not expect students to write the entire definition.

8. Why is it important to use a bibliography or works cited page? (Use back of paper if necessary)
   It is important to use a bibliography or works cited page to give credit to the source and show your reader where you found the information.
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